
WBTA 2014 Education Day - Survey Results 

Completed Surveys: 69   

(Direct: 24, Allied: 38, Unknown: 7) 

 

General Session 1:  GBTA Update 

Speaker: Donna Kelliher Rocked  Okay  Yawn 

Topic      25     37     6   

Speaker     34     27     5 

 

General Session 2:  Professional Career Growth 

Speaker: Maria Chevalier Rocked  Okay  Yawn 

  Topic      56     12     0 

  Speaker     57     10     1 

 

General Session 3:  The Evolution of Managed Travel 

Speaker: Evan Konwiser  Rocked  Okay  Yawn 

  Topic      55     12     1 

  Speaker     53     14     0 

 

Round Table Sessions 

Direct    Rocked  Okay  Yawn 

  Topic      14     5     3 

  Speaker      16     7     2 

Allied 

  Topic      25     8     2 

  Speaker     22     10     3 

 

General Session 4:  The D’Astolfo Report 

Speaker: Tony D’Astolfo Rocked  Okay  Yawn 

  Topic      52     16     1 

  Speaker     57     12     0 

 

General Session 5:  A Conversation with Big Data 

Speaker: Alan Minton  Rocked  Okay  Yawn 

  Topic      36     23     1 

  Speaker     45     15     0 

 

Education Day Overall  Perfect  Okay  Oh Dear 

 Networking       50    16     0 

    Yum  Okay  Oh Dear 

 Breakfast      50     17     0 

 Lunch       25     33     11 

    Perfect  Okay  Oh Dear 

 Meeting Room      48     21     0 

 Welcome Reception     46     2     0 

 Overall Education Day     64     5     0 



Comments from Survey Results 

 

General Session 1:  GBTA Update with Donna Kelliher 

 Best talk from GBTA President in a long time. 

 Wow!  That was a lot of information 

 Much too early in the morning 

 Very great speaker.  Volunteer engagement topic was interesting 

 Good information 

 Topic seemed to gain positive momentum about ½ way through. 

 Great update – informative.  Love her passion. 

 Good.  It was great to meet Donna, she was engaging.  Volunteer info was a bit long. 

 I liked the updates on GBTA and the direction Donna is leading it. 

 Great intro – would like to have learned more about GBTA 

 For any of the slide presentations it would be better if the font and text were bold colors as the 

lighter text is very hard to see. 

 Good understanding about and what GBTA is doing. 

 GBTA is now approachable again.  Donna is fantastic! 

 Very engaging and personal.  Interested in industry and this provided appropriate info. 

 Reading off PPT slides doesn’t thrill me anymore.  Great to have Donna here, but there was no 

focus. 

 The more you know about GBTA the more interesting it would be.  Not knowing much about it 

as a new member would leave you a little bit lost. 

 I have not attended GBTA meetings but I think at this venue it was important to hear what’s 

going on globally, not just locally. 

 Informative 

 Nice to have the top of GBTA here.  Didn’t seem very prepared felt like she has done a lot but 

wasn’t good at sharing it. 

 Loved Donna!  Great to know more about the national organization. 

 Wonderful – impressed that she stayed 

 She was such an appropriate speaker for this event.  Probably not every year, but a great way to 

showcase member benefits.  Very down to earth lady. 

 

General Session 2:  Professional Career Growth with Maria Chevalier 

 Great, interesting speaker 

 Nice example shared, valuable content 

 Engaging! 

 Excellent speaker.  Topic really hit home and I learned a lot on the do’s and don’ts of Prof Career 

Growth and interviewing skills 

 Awesome!  Great information provided – many take aways 

 Very informative and engaging 

 Loved the real world application of the topic to and beyond the travel industry 

 Fabulous personality, excellent tips.  Well organized presentation, and great Q&A 

 Engaging and helpful; could be applied to overall internal networking and program “sales” 

 Relevant!  Great Topic! 

 Tough cookie!  Love it, clear direction and expectations 



 Maria gave good information about get the dream job.  Great information. 

 Loved it! 

 Great points – kind of ‘wordy’ 

 Great insights into how Fortune 100 does business & hires.  Great advice 

 This was very engaging and I learned a lot.  She is a phenomenal presenter! 

 I’ve been with my company 15 years and very satisfied, but this makes me realize I still should 

update my resume.  Network, network, network. 

 Awesome! 

 Loved it.  This is very relevant whether you are searching for a new position or are interviewing 

to hire. 

 Very inspiring and like the “reinvent’ yourself part. 

 Enjoyed the topic overall thought she did a good job.  Much more intense of a process than I’m 

familiar with. 

 Awesome job! 

 Somewhat condescending tone. 

 Great 

 Would like more on professional growth for the job I am in versus interview skills 

 Maria was too focused on her own accomplishments.  I was in HR and I would argue many of her 

policies and practices.  I felt she was ‘talking down’ to the group. 

 

General Session 3:   The Evolution of Managed Travel with Evan Konwiser 

 Great facts and figures 

 Topic is timely and very complex.  Speaker was excellent and commanded audience attention. 

 Great information.  Challenging thinking – great examples. 

 Very informative and engaging x 2 

 Fantastic!  Would love to hear more specific to my amount of spend 

 A little quieter than expected with the topic 

 Engaging 

 Lots of great information to think about. 

 Couldn’t read slides.  Speaker too fast, lost many points.  Great info, bad delivery 

 Very smart guy.  Always learn something from Evan 

 This topic is very relevant and very confusing/overwhelming to me.  It helps to have someone 

present it.  Hopefully we get the PPT because I eventually could not write enough. 

 “Awa y from transactions and channel are the core and on to choice and data the new focus”.  

Understand where he comes from, but tough for travel managers to follow. 

 Great technology info.  Didn’t care for the TMC comments 

 Wow!  Great speaker!  Very relevant topic. 

 Well presented.  Very knowledgeable.  

 Relevant!  Interesting perspective. 

 Very  knowledgeable  

 While an engaging speaker he neglected to “know his audience”.  His comment re: SPIRIT was 

inexcusable – very unprofessional.  Too quick to criticize Allied’s. 

 

 

 



Round Table – Direct: 

 I love when direct members can get together and talk about what is working in our 

organizations and what is not. 

 This was a little out of control, mostly arguing about same old thing 

 Split group by size (smaller group).  Allow each person to ask one question per topic. 

 Little hard to relate to all situations 

 Was just a complaining session with no real solutions 

 Really liked the airport lady!  Info I was not aware of. 

 Topic continued to cover the very complex subject of advancing technology in travel 

 Split by spend to make relevant to all. 

 Again great – but room seemed divided on best topics depending on the program and spend 

 Great exchange of ideas.  Could be longer as always 

 Too many people interrupting each other 

 The topic and speaker interaction with my peers was very good.  Only the photographer was 

there snapping photos and it was annoying, especially since she seemed to take the same shot 

twice – my peeve. 

 Too many people for this format (open session).  Round table would have been better suited. 

 

Round Table – Allied:  

 Need more structure around this session.  Focused too much on 1.3 billion spend.  Not realistic 

for the WBTA membership spend.  Know your audience. 

 Maria is the best 

 Ego inflated with large spend 

 Maria’s focus was on the life in mega companies – did not relate to the majority of the WBTA 

members.  She should have repeated questions so all could hear the question asked.  She 

seemed quite overpowering and opinionated. 

 Speaker was arrogant 

 Maria – I could listen to her all day.  Great experiences 

 We got one on one time with an expert.  Her industry knowledge is superb and she is 

entertaining. 

 As a supplier – know their goals and how it’s going to be measured.  Ask how I can help them 

achieve that.  Become their partner not just their supplier. 

 I guess I was expecting something different.  I felt like it turned into a debate rather than an 

education session. 

 Hard to relate to.  Wisconsin does not have accounts like HP and J&J.  Should have been more 

focused on the audience. 

 Went on about HP, HP, HP which can be great, but didn’t always relate to the audience. 

 Very arrogant speaker 

 I was disappointed because everything was related to a purchaser of 1.3 Billion.  I don’t think 

the WBTA has any direct members with that spend. 

 Maria continued to try to impress us with her brash buying power.  She did not align with TMCs 

managing smaller revenue  

 

 

 



General Session 4:  The D’Astolfo Report with Tony D’Astolfo 

 Always interesting 

 Went too fast.  Too much information! 

 Very engaging and informative 

 Lots of stats – got long.  Great speaker 

 Great Presentation! 

 LOVE HIM 

 Appreciated social media review on travelers 

 He is always dynamic and engaging 

 Good, but info was duplicated earlier info.  More trend statistics would have been good. 

 Similar to Evan’s talk 

 Bravo – Love it! 

 Interesting 

 Tony – always good – but too much info that came at us too fast.  

 Always entertaining.  Moved fast and was informative. 

 2 “trends” speakers not as impactful the 2nd time around. 

 He is very entertaining.  Love the jokes and family plug.  Evan gave us the concepts and Tony 

took them and applied it to real scenarios.  Tony is so dynamic!  He even related to global v. the 

U.S. 

 Toward the end of the day, I enjoyed his humor. 

 Great! 

 A lot of information in a short time.  Relevant look into the future and the influence technology 

has on the industry. 

 Refreshing 

 He was very engaging 

 Tony is fantastic!  Knowledgeable, Funny, Respectful – Relevant!!! 

 Awesome and great info.  Can we get a copy of his presentation 

 Love him!  Tony is always engaging, on top of his game and simply smart.  Please get him every 

year.  He stays current in the industry. 

 

General Session 5: A Conversation with Big Data with Alan Minton 

 Nice finish 

 Good speaker and topic of big data is instrumental in adding value to TM role. 

 Great enthusiasm.  Appreciated new ideas on how to aggregate data. 

 2.5 quintillion =)  Too hard to see presentation (small and light) 

 Very good and engaging 

 A lot of info quickly.  Print outs would be helpful 

 Excellent and Informative 

 Lively – interesting 

 Again slide quality was poor.  Talked a little fast but he was engaging. 

 Missed, would love notes 

 Kept our interest being the last speaker! 

 Made it interesting and recognized his place in the day.  Did a great job. 

 Kept our focus.  A bit redundant from Evan. 

 Roambi – Great tip, worth the trip for that! 



 He was really well spoken, prepared, and fun to listen to.  Very relevant especially for the direct 

members. 

 Maybe it was because of it being the end of the day, but I was pretty lost during this 

presentation. 

 Tough to talk data at the end of the day. 

 Over my head, not easy to understand. 

 Didn’t fully comprehend everything.  A little over my head but a good speaker. 

 Relevant!!!  Edutainer!!!  

 Great – Great info 

 

Education Day Overall 

 I missed the lunch time speaker.  I’ve always really enjoyed this as an interesting, enjoyable part 

of the day.  For example – Air Force One Pilot we had 2 years ago, Kohler employee. 

 Presentation power points should be darker fonts so they are readable 

 Great lunch, soup was so-so 

 Chicken was dry.  This was my first WBTA event and I was very impressed by the presenters, 

topics, and energy of the participants. 

 Projector was hard to read. 

 Rooms were great – slightly cold. 

 Lunch was slow. 

 More networking opportunities please! 

 Soup was a little bland.  Great attendance at the Welcome Reception.  Can’t wait until next year! 

 Lunch meeting space was incredibly loud.  Couldn’t network or talk easily at the table. 

 Please add a second screen / larger set up next time.  Could not see the slides 90% of the time. 

 I wish I had more time over lunch to talk, network.  Meet was dry at lunch, nothing special. 

 Meeting room was cold. 

 Have more fruit options at lunch. Meeting room was cold.  Great location/venue. 

 Great event.  Well organized and on schedule. 

 Meeting room was crowded.  The lighting interfered with the PowerPoints. 

 PPTs were hard to read.  Lunch wasn’t good, no flavor to the chicken or soup.  Desert tray was 

blah. 

 Breakouts in smaller rooms for better interaction – ½ rounds. 

 Need a solution for the PPT presentations – could not read them.  Missed the reception. 

 Lunch speaker should have microphone.  Could not see the PPT slides well.  Room was too 

bright. 

 Love Education Day!  Thanks Great Job! 

 If you attend the reception the night before you get enough networking.  Not enough during the 

day.  If lunch was not as structured we would have more networking time.  Great job everyone! 

 Thought the day was planned out very well.  The Board is very welcoming and showed great 

appreciation for the sponsors and attendees. 

 The evening reception is critical to networking success.  A++.  Lunch speaker sounded more like 

a Southwest.com commercial – know your audience! 

 Such a great event!  Thanks! 

 Very great event!  As a guest I wasn’t sure what to expect.  I am so surprise in such a great way!  

I hope to join very soon! 



 Not much flavor on the food. 

 Chicken tasted burnt. 

 Note: Many slides throughout the day were very hard to read.  Cold Room.  Loved the venue.  

With the exception of the supplier session, the day was great. 

 Too bright – couldn’t see screen. 

 Great Job! 

 Someone needs to either figure out what to do to make a PPT show up better at the American 

Club and then share that with the presenters.  Every year you can’t read the slides. 

 Meeting room a little cold.  Was hard to see/read some of the speakers PPT slides.  (small font 

size, font color, etc…) 

 Networking was Okay – only because we need more networking time as the group grows in 

attendance.  Great job American Club as always.  Maybe dim the lights to read slides better.  

Excellent Job with the evening reception – BWR is a great venue, participants loved it.  You Rock.  

I would only ask that we reiterate to the speakers knowing who their audience is – no insults.  If 

you need help next year, I will help.  =) 


